
We thank all reviewers for their valuable feedback which helped us to improve the              
manuscript. In response, aside from several minor corrections and clarifications, we have            
introduced the following main changes to the manuscript: 

(1) Longer spin-up period in HTESSEL simulations. It has been increased from 1 year to              
6 years. The simulations start in 1983, and validation of these simulations against             
observations starts in 1989. This is accomplished by starting the runoff validation            
only in 1989 instead of 1984. Validation in terms of other considered variables is not               
affected as the corresponding reference datasets only start in 1989 or later. All             
Figures have been re-computed taking into account the updated runoff validation.           
The changes compared with the previous version of the manuscript are minor. 

(2) Comprehensive revision Figure 1. Results from specific vegetation types are now           
displayed as barplots. Furthermore, several labels and the colorbars have been           
updated, and the statistical significance of the displayed correlations is now shown. 

(3) Additional figure displaying locations of soil moisture and runoff measurement          
stations from which data is employed in this study.  

 
 

Reviewer #1 
 
General 
This paper aims at validating the ECMWF surface model both coupled and uncoupled to the 
atmospheric model. The validation approach is rather complex, using several sources of 
satellite data. Ensemble technique is used with 6 parameters listed in Table 2 perturbed. The 
validation is both quantitative (for LST in Fig. 1) and qualitative to infer links between various 
parameters on the performance (Figs. 3-5). While the approach is interesting for the 
simultaneous examination of various causes of uncertainty, there is no clear path forward, 
notably to improve LST. 
 
A1: The goal of our study is to highlight the opportunities arising from the validation of a land 
surface model against novel Earth observation datasets, and to show the benefits of 
employing them alongside existing reference datasets. This includes the illustration of 
identifying formerly unknown shortcomings, as in the case of LST. It is, however, beyond the 
scope of the present study to address these shortcomings. Nevertheless our analyses form 
a valuable basis for future development efforts.  
This clarification has been added to the conclusions section. 
 
It is commented that improving one LST may lead to deteriorating other aspects such as 
hydrology. It is implied that calibration of parameters will be best accomplished by 
simultaneously optimizing these. But how? 
 
A2: We thank the reviewer for this comment. Model optimization against multiple reference 
datasets using various metrics of agreement is indeed a major recommendation arising from 
this study. This can be best achieved by using more comprehensive objective functions 
when calibrating models. These functions should be composed of various parts, each of 
which assesses the agreement between the model simulations and a particular reference 
dataset using a particular metric of agreement. This way, model parameters can be adjusted 
more reliably to yield reasonable model performance in terms of various variables, and to 



capture possible couplings between them.  
This argumentation has been added to the conclusions section.  
 
The paper could be published after improving the flow of the arguments, and addressing 
points listed below. 
Specific points 

● Physical insight would be appreciated on LST results. Large range bias in 
southern Africa, for instance could be due to various factors. Which ones? Could it be 
for instance due to differences in surface emissivity used in retrievals versus that 
used in the model?  

 
A3: The differences between model skin temperature and LST estimates may arise from 
both model or LST uncertainties. The LST data used in this study (based on LSA SAF 
estimates from SEVIRI/MSG) have been thoroughly validated over the last 10-years against 
in situ observations and also via comparisons with other satellite retrievals (e.g., Trigo et al, 
2008; Ermida et al., 2014; Göttsche et al., 2016). The validation with ground data indicates 
that under most conditions, LST biases are below 1K; these can however reach up to 2.5K in 
the case of a very moist atmosphere.  
This point has been added to section 3.2.1. 
Although there are several factors conditioning the uncertainty in LST satellite estimates 
(including total column water vapour, view angle and surface emissivity), the differences 
between model and satellite LST are often beyond the expected accuracy of the latter. 
This point has been added to section 4.1. 
Regarding the comment on the emissivity differences between model and those used in the 
retrievals, it should be noted that these are not actually the same variable: a broad-band 
(whole infrared range 3-100 micro-m) emissivity is used in the model to determine the total 
long-wave flux leaving the surface (reflected and emitted), while the LST satellite estimates 
make use of land surface emissivities within the range of the used channels (around 10.8 
micro-m and 12.0 micro-m in the case of SEVIRI/MSG LST).  

 
● Justify the need to run 45-day forecasts to infer the performance of a surface model. 

Seems quite long.  
 
A4: We think that the computational costs of forecasts with lead times of 45 days is justified 
as the land surface can potentially influence forecast skills at such long lead times thanks to 
its profound persistence characteristics. And indeed, the relationship illustrated in Figure 5 is 
found at all considered lead times. 
These information have been added to sections 2.2.2 (first point) and 4.2.3 (latter point). 
 

● The multiplicative factor s in section 2.2.3  
● : 0.25-4.0 applied to selected parameters appear arbitrary. These should be 

based on assumed uncertainty.  
 
A5: The multiplicative factors were selected to cover a range of possible values. This is 
rather arbitrary as the reviewer pointed out. However, although the parameters are not 
directly observable, they are associated with physical processes, and values beyond the 
selected ranges would not be acceptable. As illustrated in Figure 2, the selected range is 
adequate for our purpose, namely to study the sensitivity of model performance to particular 



parameter values. Note also that using a different range of e.g. half the actual size (0.5-2) 
would not affect the results shown in Figure 2. 
This point has been clarified in section 2.2.3 of the manuscript. 

 
● Similarly, why do you need a validation over many years to get Fig. 1? To do 

that, you presumably need initial ECMWF analysis which are based on different 
versions of the ECMWF model, which used different input data (notably satellite 
datasets).  

 
A6: Several years were included in the validation to cover as much as possible inter-annual 
variability, and to prevent an influence of large-scale climate anomalies (e.g. El-Nino) on our 
results. By using the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis to force HTESSEL, the forcing model 
version is the same throughout the period. As the reviewer points out, there are changes in 
the input data used by the data assimilation during that period. However, for the period 
2007-2014 those changes are minor compared with changes in previous decades. 

 
● It seems that validation in coupled mode starts with an ECMWF analysis at each 

forecast, without actually cycling. Normally validation is done in an analysis cycle, 
which is quite demanding in terms of computer resources, but needed before 
implementing. 

  
A7: This is a very important point raised by the reviewer. We could not afford the 
computational cost of a long-term reanalysis spanning all the initialization period. However, 
we replicate what is currently done to initialize the ECMWF operational hindcasts of the 
sub-seasonal and seasonal systems, that are initialized from ERA-Interim for the 
atmosphere and from a land-surface only simulation using exactly the same land surface 
model version as in the forecasts. This is done replicating the ERA-Interim/land dataset but 
with the land-surface model equal to the one used in the forecast (i.e. with the set of 
perturbed parameters). 
This point has been clarified in section 2.2.2 of the manuscript. 

 
● Clarify the nature of the 25 parameter sets. How to do establish the “best parameter 

sets”.  
 
A8: In O16, all considered >2000 parameter sets were ranked in terms of each reference 
dataset, and then for each particular parameter set the sum of all ranks was computed. In 
this context, O16 used reference data of soil moisture, terrestrial water storage, runoff, and 
evapotranspiration. 
This point has been clarified in section 2.2.3 of the manuscript. 
 
 

 

Reviewer #2 
 
(1) I prefer "help improve" to "help to improve" - Abstract Line 15 and everywhere 
 
B1: Corrected. 
 



(2) Introduction Line 18: radiation at high - notice missing ’t’ in the manuscript 
 
B2: Corrected. 
 
(3) Section 2.2.1: 1-year spin up is not adequate at all for offline simulations, usually we loop 
through 10-years at minimum to equilibrate initial states. 
 
B3: We thank the reviewer for this comment. As explained in point (1) in the introduction 
above, we have extended the spin-up period to 6 years. This is accomplished by starting the 
runoff validation only in 1989 instead of 1984. Validation in terms of other considered 
variables is not affected as the corresponding reference datasets only start in 1989 or later. 
All Figures have been re-computed taking into account the updated runoff validation. The 
changes compared with the previous version of the manuscript are minor. 
 
(4) a widely used term for the daily LST range is "Diurnal Temperature Range (DTR)", 
perhaps authors replace the term "the daily LST range" with DTR 
 
B4: A comment on this point has been added to section 2.5 of the manuscript. 
 
(5) Section 3.1 Line 11 : acronym WFDEI - define it 
 
B5: Done. 
 
(6)  Section 3.1 (Forcing Data): claiming we used "observed meteorological" forcing may be 
an ambiguous statement. Perhaps you can rephrase the whole line "we used WFDEI bias 
corrected surface meteorological forcings " 
 
B6: We corrected “observed” to “observation-based”. 
 
(7) Section 3.2 A map showing Locations of soil moisture and streamflow stations will be 
helpful 
 
B7: We thank the reviewer for this comment. The map has been added as Figure S1. 
 
(8) Line 21 the reader is referred to Table S1 in Orth and Seneviratne 2015 for details about 
soil moisture in-situ data, it would certainly helpful to have that table in this manuscript. 
 
B8: We have included the Table in the manuscript as Table S1. 
 
(9) Line 19: Data "are" available instead Data "is" 
 
B9: Corrected. 
 
(10) Page 8, Line 15: "And while the ET data help to constrain HTESSSEL’s energy balance 
during early years" - Sorry I did not get it, authors are merely using ET data to compute 
biases and skill in HTESSEL simulations, I believe it is not correct to claim HTESSEL’s 
energy balance is constrained by ET data 
 



B10: We agree with the reviewer and corrected it. 
 
(11) Figure 1: a) white-out the ocean b) what does color gray depict? c) colorbar is very 
poor, hard to figure out where the tick mark is d) 2 red and 2 blue levels look just the same 
e) you can say in the caption that the analysis used only northern hemisphere warm months 
May-Oct f) correlation coefficient or r2 - it does look like r2 (square of correlation) g) Instead 
DYN in Y-axis label used COR or R2 h) On authors discretion, you can have a 4 panel figure 
DTR BIAS/COR and LST mean BIAS/COR, because I did not see much value in breakdown 
analysis based on land cover type. i) also in correlation plots, white out the region where 
correlation is not statistically significant or (just random) for the confidence level of 95 % or 
something j) I assume Figure 1 is based on default HTSEESL parameter configuration. It 
would be interesting to see the same figure for the best set of parameters that your 
experiment yielded. 
 
B11: Implementing the reviewers suggestions, we have comprehensively revised Figure 1. 
 
(12) Again colorbar 0.5 to 0.8 look just the same 
 
B12: The color bar in Figure 2 was improved accordingly. 
 
 
 

Reviewer #3 
 
This manuscript by Rene Orth and fellow co-authors is a follow-on companion paper to the 
Orth et al. (2016) article, referred to in this manuscript as “O16”. The new components in this 
HESS manuscript expanded over the O16 paper include evaluating their O16 simulations 
with geostationary satellite-based land surface temperature (LST) observations and 
exploring more the number of metrics and variables in combination with the LST 
observations. In the original O16 paper, the authors performed a parameter sensitivity 
analysis with 2300 offline HTESSEL simulations involving 6 in-situ observation sites (2 in 
Finland, 2 in Switzerland, and 2 in southern Italy). From these simulations, the authors pulled 
the best performing 25 (ranked) parameter datasets and then randomly selected another 
(different) 25 parameter datasets, along with the default parameter dataset. They identified 
in O16 six HTESSEL parameter types that the model may be most sensitive to and impacted 
by changes to. These same 6 are used and evaluated in this study. 
Major comments: 
1) Please specify in this manuscript whether the exact 51 parameter datasets that were 
selected and used in the related offline HTESSEL simulations in O16 are the same as used 
in this study. 
 
C1: Yes, the same 50 parameter sets from O16 are used in this study. This has been 
clarified in the methods section of the manuscript. 
 
2) In section 2.3, are these performance measures applied the exact same way as in O16? 
The descriptions are different between the two papers. Also, is the calculated bias literally 



the difference between the average of the observations and average of the model simulation 
output, using the same overlapping years (e.g., 8 years of LST data)? Please describe 
further in your paper. 
 
C2: The measures have been applied previously in O16. And the biases are computed using 
the exact same time periods for the reference and model data. Both points have been 
clarified in section 2.3. 
 
3) For the 11 soil moisture sites used in the evaluation, do they overlap at all with the original 
6 sites used in the O16 calibration and evaluation paper? Or are these in addition to those 6 
sites. Please specify and add in your figure 1 plot the location of those sites (or add a new 
figure highlighting the locations of the observations, including the 400+ streamflow gage 
sites). 
 
C3: The 6 soil moisture measurement sites used in O16 are all contained in the set of 11 soil 
moisture stations used for model validation. The new Figure S1 illustrates the locations of 
these sites, and the length of the available data record from each site. 
 
4) In subsection 2.1.1, please further describe how the subgrid tiles of the HTESSEL model 
are organized (e.g., using top 5 dominant vegetation types per gridcell), or if just the 
dominant vegetation type tile is considered per gridcell. 
 
C4: In HTESSEL there are two up to 9 tiles, with two for vegetation: high and low, and on 
these only the dominant is represented. For example, we can have a gridcell with 30% 
evergreen broadleaf trees (for the high vegetation) and 40% short grass (for the low 
vegetation), and the remaining with a lake, but only 1 type of high and 1 type of low 
vegetation is allowed.  
This information has been added to section 2.1.1. 
 
5) In Figure 1, the authors consider grid cells where land cover is > 80%. However, most of 
the forested regions of “high vegetation” types look to be screened out from the analysis. 
Please explain if and how this might tie back to the LST screening process outlined in 
section 2.5 and how the vegetation tile process relates to it. 
 
C5: The cloud cover is often high over grid points where “High vegetation” type dominates 
(e.g., tropical forests, boreal forests), which eventually leads to a significant screening of that 
land cover. Hence, no LST reference data is available e.g. over tropical Africa to validate 
HTESSEL’s skin temperature in Figure 1. The vegetation tile process does not relate to this. 
This point has been clarified in section 4.1. 
 
6) Figure 2 is essentially the same as Figure 3 in Orth et al. (2016) but with adding the LST 
reference dataset and focusing on just the 51 parameter datasets. In the description for this 
Figure 2, the authors however state in lines 13-15 on page 9 that the hydrology-based 
reference datasets are “sensitive mostly to stomatal conductivity”. 
Are you referring here to the minimum stomatal resistance parameter (minStoRes), which 
would match the results of Fig. 2, or the skin conductivity (SkinCond) parameter, which 
would not be right according the results shown? 
 



C6: We thank the reviewer for pointing us to this mistake. It should be the stomatal 
resistance. We corrected this. 
Note furthermore that Figure 2 is not actually the same as Figure 3 in O16. That figure 
showed model performance results for the selected 6 sites, whereas Figure 2 in this study 
shows model performance results averaged across Europe. We clarified this point in the 
figure caption. 
 
Similarly, what is stated for the skin temperature plots in Fig. 2 that the “performance is 
especially sensitive to minimal stomatal conductivity parameter”. However, in Figure 2 the 
LST is highly sensitive to the “SkinCond” parameter. Please make the qualitative analysis 
description in these lines much more clearly reflect the results of Figure 2, and using the 
correct names of the parameters with the highest sensitivity. 
 
C7: Also this mistake has been corrected. 
 
7) In lines 35-37 on page 9, it is confusing when the authors state: “The many dark colored 
fields in Figure 3 indicate that different parameter perturbations perform best against 
different datasets.”. However just above that statement, the authors say that the light colors 
indicate parameters that perform well against the reference datasets. Please rephrase these 
sentences to reduce any conflicting statements of what the light colors refer to. 
 
C8: We rephrased this paragraph to clarify that dark colors indicate that the parameter 
perturbations performing best against particular reference datasets are different, i.e. there is 
no parameter perturbation that performs best in all respects. 
 
8) The authors refer on line 2 of page 11, “i.e., the more white color there is in Figure 1)” ... 
which areas of white color are you referring to? There are no white areas to refer to. Here 
you are referring to Figure 1 and on lines 2 and 4 of page 11. Please rewrite this paragraph 
to make it clearer and make sure you are referring to the correct figures(s). 
 
C9: We thank the reviewer for noting this. We refer to Figure 3 and corrected the paragraph 
accordingly. 
 
9) One aspect of the geostationary satellite-based LST observations used as a reference 
dataset in this study that is hardly mentioned or discussed is what are the actual errors and 
uncertainty of this observed LST dataset itself. How does this factor in to the model 
evaluation (e.g., bias metric)? Please address this further in the paper. For example, if the 
observed LST dataset is heavily biased, if you were to calibrate the model to such biased 
observations, you could constrain the model to this bias. 
 
C10: The differences between model skin temperature and LST estimates may arise from 
both model or LST uncertainties. The LST data used in this study (based on LSA SAF 
estimates from SEVIRI/MSG) have been thoroughly validated over the last 10-years against 
in situ observations and also via comparisons with other satellite retrievals (e.g., Trigo et al, 
2008; Ermida et al., 2014; Göttsche et al., 2016). The validation with ground data indicates 
that under most conditions, LST biases are below 1K; these can however reach up to 2.5K in 
the case of a very moist atmosphere.  
This point has been added to section 3.2.1. 



Although there are several factors conditioning the uncertainty in LST satellite estimates 
(including total column water vapour, view angle and surface emissivity), the differences 
between model and satellite LST are often beyond the expected accuracy of the latter. 
This point has been added to section 4.1. 
 
10) In terms of the model spin-up period, 1-year spinup is not usually sufficient, especially for 
soil moisture and temperature in desert regions, where it is has been shown that it can take 
more than 20 years for such locations to reach equilibrium. Please consider running a longer 
spinup period and rerun the analysis for the LST evaluation. Would the longer spinup affect 
the model LST bias in the bare soil regions, like Sahara desert. 
 
C11: We thank the reviewer for this comment. As explained in point (1) in the introduction 
above, we have extended the spin-up period to 6 years. This is accomplished by starting the 
runoff validation only in 1989 instead of 1984. Validation in terms of other considered 
variables is not affected as the corresponding reference datasets only start in 1989 or later. 
All Figures have been re-computed taking into account the updated runoff validation. The 
changes compared with the previous version of the manuscript are minor. 
 
Minor Comments: 
1) In subsection 3.2.2., please provide additional details on the “E-OBS” dataset, which is 
supposedly used in validating the coupled forecasts.  
 
C12: More detail on the E-OBS dataset has been included in section 3.2.2. 
 
2) On page 4, line 5, need to place a period after “. . .Balsamo et al., 2011)” reference. 
 
C13: Corrected. 
 
3) In Figure 1, please define in the figure caption and in the main text what “DYN” stands for 
(which is only found on the “y-axis” labels for the bottom two rows of plots). 
 
C14: We changed “DYN” to “COR” to clarify that we are referring to anomaly correlations.  
 
4) Also regarding the Figure 1 description in Section 4, please confirm in the text the 
“direction of bias”, e.g., obs – model (default parameters, based on the bias definition in 
section 2.3). This is to help clarify when explaining in the two top rows of Figure 1 that the 
model is greatly underestimating the diurnal range in the more vegetated regions and 
overestimating in desert regions, like the Sahara. 
 
C15: Actually we compute the bias as model - obs. We corrected this point in section 2.3, 
and furthermore clarify it in Figure 1, and in the corresponding text. 
 
5) What does the gray areas indicate in Figure 1? 
 
C16: These are ocean areas, and areas where not LST data is available to validate 
HTESSEL’s skin temperature. This is clarified in the figure caption. 
 



6) On page 10, lines 32-36, this appears to be a run-on sentence. Please consider making 
this sentence into two with the start of the new sentence begin on line 30, “The 
best-performing parameter sets . . .”. 
 
C17: We shortened this sentence. 
 
7) Also for the point #1 starting on line 30, it is difficult to follow. Please try to more concisely 
explain your results and point made here relative to Figure 4. Which “two validation metrics” 
are you referring to? 
 
C18: We rephrased this paragraph, and specified which metrics we are referring to. 
 
8) On page 11, line 33, make “were” to “where”, as “where both the mean LST . . .”. 
 
C19: Corrected. 
 
9) For the LST data background, is what is described in section 2.5 the same dataset as 
describd in section 3.2.1 on page 8? If so, please consider combining into one of the given 
sections. 
 
C20: We decided to keep the two paragraphs in sections 2.5 and 3.2.1. Section 2.5 
described the methodology we use to process the raw LST data, whereas in section 3.2.1 
the actual product is introduced, including corresponding references. However, in section 2.5 
we now point the reader to section 3.2.1, and vice versa. 
 
10) For the Section 3.1, please add more to the section on the WFDEI forcing dataset. 
 
C21: More information on this dataset has been added to section 3.1. 
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Abstract. The land surface forms an essential part of the climate system. It interacts with the atmosphere

through the exchange of water and energy and hence influences weather and climate, as well as their

predictability. Correspondingly, the land surface model (LSM) is an essential part of any weather forecasting

system. LSMs rely on partly poorly constrained parameters, due to sparse land surface observations. With the

use of newly available land surface temperature observations, we show in this study that novel satellite-derived

datasets help to improve LSM configuration, and hence can contribute to improved weather predictability.

We use the Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme of Surface Exchanges over Land  (HTESSEL) and validate it

comprehensively against an array of Earth observation reference datasets, including the new land surface

temperature product. This reveals satisfactory model performance in terms of hydrology, but poor performance

in terms of land surface temperature. This is due to inconsistencies of process representations in the model as

identified from an analysis of perturbed parameter simulations. We show that HTESSEL can be more robustly

calibrated with multiple instead of single reference datasets as this mitigates the impact of the structural

inconsistencies. Finally, performing coupled global weather forecasts we find that a more robust calibration of

HTESSEL also contributes to improved weather forecast skills. 

In summary, new satellite-based Earth observations are shown to enhance the multi-dataset calibration of LSMs,

thereby improving the representation of insufficiently captured processes, advancing weather predictability and

understanding of climate system feedbacks.

1. Introduction

The land surface forms an essential part of the climate system. It interacts with the atmosphere through the

exchange of water and energy and hence influences weather and climate (Seneviratne et al. 2010). Soils,

vegetation and water bodies store large amounts of energy and moisture. Through this storage and control

capacity, the land surface can accumulate and maintain anomalies induced by the atmospheric forcing (Orth et

al. 2013). These persistence characteristics and the associated predictability make the land surface an important

potential contributor of weather and climate forecast skill (Orth and Seneviratne 2014, Orth et al. 2016).

Furthermore, the land surface can play an important role during extreme events (Mueller and Seneviratne 2013,

Miralles et al. 2014, Hauser et al. 2016). For instance dry soils can contribute to the intensification of heat waves

but buffer floods, whereas wet soils can mitigate hot extremes but enhance the risk for flood events.
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However, state-of-the-art land surface models have difficulties to correctly capture land surface dynamics and

the related coupling with the atmosphere (Beven and Binley 1992, Beven 2001, Wang et al. 2014, Trigo et al.

2015) and show margins for improvement when compared to simple well-tuned models (Best et al. 2015,

Haughton et al. 2016). This is hampering a full exploitation of related predictability, and the accurate

representation of extreme events. 

The shortcomings of the models are partly related with sparse observations and the spatial heterogeneity of soils

and vegetation. Until recently, available observations were not sufficient to satisfactory constrain complex land

surface models which include relevant physical processes required to represent the land-atmosphere coupling.

This lead to the paradox situation that these complex models could not outperform simple conceptual models

with a very simplified representation of processes, as these can be more accurately calibrated with the few

available observations (Orth and Seneviratne 2015, Best et al. 2015).

This might change in the coming years thanks to new satellite-derived datasets which become increasingly

available. Related products are already available for essential variables such as surface soil moisture (Liu et et

al. 2011, Liu et al. 2012, Wagner et al. 2012) or terrestrial water storage (Swenson and Wahr 2006, Landerer and

Swenson 2012). Also information on the heterogeneity of the land surface has strongly improved thanks to

satellite-based observations (e.g. global land cover facility, http://glcf.umd.edu, and harmonized world soil

database, http://webarchive.iiasa.ac.at/Research/LUC/External-World-soil-database/HTML/ [accessed on 11

September 2016]). The unprecedented spatial and temporal coverage of these data offer the potential to enhance

the calibration/optimization of unconstrained parameters in  land surface models taking into account the

variability in soil and vegetation types. 

In this study we employ satellite-derived observations of land surface temperatures (LST) which haves a high

information content on the surface turbulent flux partitioning and on the global surface properties (Mildrexler et

al. 2011). Surface temperatures are inferred from emitted infrared radiation a t high temporal frequency such that

even the diurnal cycle can be observed (Trigo et al. 2011). While the above-mentioned products help to

constrain the land water balance, LST products provide complementary information on the land energy balance.

Consequently the LST data is expected to bring further constraints to the surface water/energy budgets and

improve the land-atmosphere coupling in land surface models. The product considered in this study is based on

data from the geostationary Meteosat Second Generation satellite and provides LST information at high

temporal and spatial resolution for Europe and Africa. Especially for the latter region, such satellite-based

datasets are essential as ground observations are particularly sparse. 

Previous studies used LST data from particular days or particular locations to evaluate land surface models (e.g.

Wang et al. 2014, Trigo et al. 2015). It is the first objective of this study to comprehensively assess model

performance at large spatial scales and with multi-year LST data. Our second objective is to use an increasing

number of Earth observation datasets in addition to the LST data to demonstrate that land surface model

performance benefits from a comprehensive calibration against a wide range of observational datasets. While

they all include characteristic uncertainties and shortcomings, their joint use could help s to better constrain land

surface models. Furthermore, by assessing land surface model output with all the employed datasets we can

better understand the functioning of the model, identify inconsistencies, and insufficiently represented

processes.

Finally, we also investigate the role of the land surface model calibration for the skill of related coupled weather

forecasts. This way, we test to which extent an improved representation of land surface processes can propagate

into the (modelled) climate system to yield improved predictions.
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2. Methodology

In this study we follow the methodology proposed by Orth et al. 2016 (hereafter referred to as O16) regarding

the modelling environments and analysis. Sections 2.1-2.4 provide an overview of the model simulations and

their analysis, while full details can be found in O16. O16 used these simulations to analyze the sensitivity of the

performance of the land surface model and of the weather forecasting system with respect to particular land

surface model parameters. In contrast, we will analyze to which extent the simulations capture observed LST

and its dynamics, and show that the use of LST data alongside further reference datasets enables a

comprehensive and robust land surface model calibration which is also beneficial for weather forecast skills.

2.1  Model description

2.1.1  Land surface model HTESSEL

The ECMWF’s land surface model Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land

(HTESSEL, Balsamo et al. 2011) is an integral component of the ECMWF Integrated Forecasts System (IFS),

that is used in the different forecast and data assimilation systems, ranging from deterministic 10-day   forecasts

to the ensemble seasonal forecasts. The surface model is responsible for providing the atmospheric boundary

conditions (heat, moisture and momentum) by simulating the surface water and energy budgets and the temporal

evolution of the underlying soil (temperature and moisture), snowpack and vegetation interception. 

The surface energy budget is computed in each grid-box independently for different tiles representing different

land cover types (e.g. bare ground, high/low vegetation). At each grid cell, only the dominant types of high and

low vegetation, respectively, are considered.The surface energy balance is coupled to the underlying soil (or

snow) via the skin conductivity, which is currently a single parameter depending on land cover. This is a

simplified approach to represent very complex processes such as within-canopy energy exchanges, while it is

crucial for the LST computation.  

2.1.2  ECMWF ensemble prediction system

The ECMWF ensemble prediction system (Vitart et al. 2008, 2014) is used daily for global forecasts up to the

monthly range and it allows to characterise the uncertainty in the meteorological forecast expressed by the

spread of the ensemble members (51-forecast realisations in the operational configuration). The spread of the

ensemble varies with the difficulty of predicting a given meteorological event, due to the complex evolution of

the atmospheric flow and the local climate and seasonal conditions, and it is a highly valuable information on

the likelihood of the forecast being accurate. In this study we use 15-member ensemble forecasts.

2.2  Model simulations

Our main objectives are (i) to study the performance of HTESSEL against multi-year LST data covering two

continents, and (ii) to analyze the benefits of calibrating HTESSEL against multiple reference datasets,

including LST data. For this purpose we employ two sets of simulations with perturbed model parameters. The

corresponding uncoupled HTESSEL simulations, and the coupled forecasts with the ensemble prediction system

(that includes HTESSEL) are listed in Table 1 and described in this section.
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2.2.1  Uncoupled HTESSEL simulations

The use of HTESSEL in an uncoupled, stand-alone setting is computationally inexpensive and allows to perform

long-term simulations across the entire European continent. We analyze 50 simulations of HTESSEL with

default and perturbed parameters (see Section 2.2.3). The simulations are computed from 1983-2014, and forced

with observed meteorological information as those used in the computation of the ERA-Interim/Land dataset

(Balsamo et al. 2015), The simulations are computed for the 1983-2014 period. The first six years wasare used

to spin-up the model, whichand are therefore is not considered in the analysis. 

2.2.2  Coupled forecasts

Coupled forecasts with the ECMWF’s ensemble prediction system were computed to assess the response of

weather forecast skills to different (parameter) configurations of the land surface model. We employ 11 sets of

global forecasts with default and perturbed land surface model configurations. The analysis of the forecasts

focuses on the European domain used for the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations, and on northern hemispheric

summer. This allows us to study impacts of the land-atmosphere coupling in Europe as this is strongest at that

time, and to exclude confounding effects from snow and ice on our analysis.

Correspondingly, the forecasts are initialized on eight start dates (1 May, 15 May, 1 June, 15 June, 1 July, 15

July, 1 August, and 15 August) during 2001-2010 and computed until 45 days lead time. Even though weather

predictability is low at such long lead times, the land surface may play a role for forecast skills at these lead

times given its profound persistence characteristics (Orth and Seneviratne 2012). Each forecast constitutes an

ensemble of 15 members which enables us to perform deterministic and probabilistic skill evaluations. Note that

as the forecast sets differ with respect to the land surface model configuration, also the initial land conditions for

the forecasts may be different. They are taken from the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations with the respective

configuration. Consequently, the forecast skill is not only impacted by the altered HTESSEL configurations

during the forecasting period, but also by correspondingly different initial land conditions. All further required

initial conditions are taken from the ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011), and from the ECMWF ocean

reanalysis (Balmaseda et al. 2013). This forecast initialization methodology is also used for the ECWMF

operational (sub-)seasonal forecasts.
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2.2.3  Parameter perturbations

O16 perturbed a set of six poorly constrained parameters which are deemed important for the performance of the

HTESSEL model. They are listed in Table 2. 

All selected parameters are perturbed at once (Saltelli et al. 2008). For this purpose, multiplicative factors

between 0.25-4 (0.5-2 in the case of the soil depth) were applied to the default values of each of the chosen

parameters. This range is chosen to still yield meaningful parameter values while allowing some variation in

order to study the sensitivity of model performance to the perturbed parameters. The multiplicative factors were

determined with a quasi-random sampling approach (Sobol 1967) which allows to efficiently sample the entire

parameter space without introducing correlations between the perturbations of the considered parameters. This

way, a large sample of perturbed parameter sets was generated  by O16, of which 50 parameter sets were chosen

by O16 to limit the computation effort for the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations covering Europe. We use the

same parameters sets in this study. Out of these 50 parameter sets, 25 were chosen randomly while ensuring that

the resulting multiplication factors applied to particular parameters are not correlated. The remaining 25

parameter sets were selected from corresponding HTESSEL simulations that agreed best with a suite of Earth

observations at 6 locations across Europe. For this purpose the parameter sets were ranked in terms of each

reference dataset, and then for each particular parameter set the sum of all ranks was computed. The resulting

best-ranked 25 parameter setsy include the default configuration of the model.

As coupled global forecasts are computationally demanding, they were only computed for a subset of 11 out of

the 50 sets of perturbed parameters. This subset includes the default configuration, 5 configurations of the

randomly chosen parameter sets, and 5 configurations of the best-performing parameter sets. For the selection of

5 (out of 25, or 24 in the case of the best-performing parameter sets as the default parameter set is already

considered for computing the forecasts), all possible sets of 5 configurations were tested to choose the

configurations with the lowest correlations between the multiplicative factors of the particular parameters.

2.3  Performance measures

The uncoupled HTESSEL simulations and the coupled forecasts are validated against a range of reference

datasets (see Section 3.2), using multiple measures of agreement introduced in this section. These different

measures have been applied previously by O16. The variety of considered measures  allows to make more

efficient use of the information contained in the reference data (Vrugt et al. 2003).   In particular, we consider:

- Anomaly correlation:

We subtract the mean seasonal cycle at each grid cell in both the model output and the reference dataset

and correlate the resulting anomalies. The mean seasonal cycle is determined from the entire

considered time series at each grid cell.

- Bias:

The bias is derived by subtracting the mean of the model output from the mean of the reference dataset

from the mean of the model output  at each grid cell. Only the time period in which reference data is

available is considered in this computation.

While these measures are used to evaluate the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations and the coupled forecasts, we

use another measure for the coupled forecasts only:

- Reliability: 
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The reliability measures the ability of ensemble forecasts to accurately capture the occurrence

probability of an event. We consider four events which comprise temperature and precipitation

anomalies in the lower and upper tercile, respectively. For the assessment of the reliability, all forecasts

from grid cells in a particular region are grouped with respect to the forecasted occurrence probability

of a particular event. Then the observed frequency of the considered event across all forecast dates in

the group is computed and compared with the forecasted occurrence probability. The resulting

relationship between all groups of forecasted probabilities and the respective average observed

frequencies (reliability diagram, see e.g. Weisheimer and Palmer 2014) can be assessed through a slope

of a linear least-squares regression fit (see O16 for details). 

All forecast performance measures are computed for particular regions and lead times. In this context we

consider the Northern, Central and Southern European regions (as introduced in Seneviratne et al. 2012), and the

forecasts are averaged and evaluated for lead times between 1-15 days, 16-30 days, and 31-45 days. Forecast

performances for the entire European domain in terms of anomaly correlation, bias, and reliability, respectively,

are then determined by (i) ranking the forecasts obtained with the 11 HTESSEL parameter sets in each of the 3

subregions, and then (ii) ranking the sum of the resulting three ranks for each skill measure. This means the

HTESSEL parameter set performing best across Europe in terms of a particular skill metric (e.g. temperature

bias) must not necessarily be the best in all considered subregions, but has the lowest sum of the ranks from all

subregion rankings.

In line with our forecasts that are initialized and computed during late spring and summer, the evaluation of the

uncoupled HTESSEL simulations focuses on May-October to exclude impacts of ice and snow on the quality of

the reference datasets and on the strength of the land-atmosphere coupling. 

2.4  Computation of parameter sensitivities

We assess the performance of the uncoupled HTESSEL model against LST data and further reference datasets,

and analyse its sensitivity to variations in particular parameters. In this context all combinations of performance

metrics (considered measures of agreement with all employed reference datasets) and perturbed parameters are

considered. Sensitivities are computed from the relationship between model performance and underlying

multiplicative factors applied to the considered model parameter. A smoothing function (cubic spline function) is

fitted to capture this model performance-multiplicative factor relationship (see Figure S1 in O16 for illustration).

The sensitivity is then expressed as the fraction of performance variability captured by the smoothing function,

i.e. it is calculated by dividing the performance variability captured with the smoothing by the performance

variability computed across all involved multiplicative factors.
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2.5  Processing of LST data

LST data are new satellite-derived Earth observations which help to better constrain the land energy balance that

was so far only captured by the evapotranspiration reference data.

The LST dataset used in this study (see Section 3.2.1) is available at very high spatial (geostationary projection,

3-km at the sub-satellite point) and temporal resolution (15 minutes) across the Meteosat disk (Freitas et al.

2010, Trigo et al. 2011). Here we use hourly fields re-projected onto a regular 0.05ºx0.05º grid covering Europe

and Africa, which were subsequently processed to obtain mean daily LSTs and the daily LST range at the

resolution of the HTESSEL simulations (0.5°x0.5°). We refer to the daily LST range as the difference between

the maximum and minimum hourly value of a given day at a particular location  (also referred to as daily

temperature range). In addition, also the modelled LST data is filtered to exclude (modelled) cloudy days from

the comparison. For the data processing we follow several steps:

1. If any 0.05°x0.05° grid cell has more than 2 missing values (i.e. less than 22 hourly values) on a

particular day, all data of that day is disregarded. This ensures that any daily values we compute are

based on a representative set of at least 22 hourly observations.

2. Any 0.5°x0.5° grid cell is composed of 100 0.05°x0.05° grid cells. If at least 80 of these contain

observations, we compute an hourly average across the available (80-100) grid cells. 

3. From these hourly averages the daily mean LST and daily LST range of the particular 0.5 °x0.5° grid

cell is computed.

4. The modelled LST data is filtered with respect to the concurrent simulated cloud cover. HTESSEL

outputs cloud cover at each grid cell for 3-hourly periods. LST data from a particular grid cell and day

are considered if total cloud cover is below 10% in every 3h-period of that day.

Note that these filtering steps are rather strict to guarantee the best possible comparison with the simulations.

Some of the filtering steps might be relaxed for other applications, but a detailed evaluation of this filtering is

beyond the scope of this study. 

3. Data

3.1  Forcing data

As we are aiming to compare the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations against observation-based reference

datasets, we use observation-baseded meteorological forcing to compute all simulations. For this purpose we

employ the WFDEI dataset (Watch Forcing Data methodology applied to Era-Interim data, Weedon et al. 2014),

which is based on bias-corrected ERA-Interim data. 
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3.2  Validation data

3.2.1  Validation of uncoupled HTESSEL simulations

In addition to comprehensively evaluating the LST performance of HTESSEL, it is a main objective of this

study to analyze and illustrate the value of using an array of Earth observation datasets instead of single datasets

to calibrate a land surface model. For this purpose we consider several reference datasets:

- Soil moisture:

We use data from 11 stations across Europe, which are displayed in Figure S1. Stations are located in

Finland (4), Switzerland (5), and Italy (2), and provide therefore data from all relevant European

climate regimes. Data isare available from different soil depths, and during different time periods,

which both vary with respect to the station (see Table S1 in Orth and Seneviratne 2015 for details). For

every station, however, there are at least 4 years of data  (Figure S1). Aggregating the data from the

different depths, we derive a weighted average (with respect to observed depths) to represent soil

moisture within the top meter of the soil. The same is done with the HTESSEL data, using the three

uppermost soil layers.

- Total terrestrial water storage:

This quantity is derived from satellite measurements of temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity field.

The resulting GRACE dataset (Swenson and Wahr 2006, Landerer and Swenson 2012) provides

gridded quasi-monthly water storage anomalies, and spans from 2003-2012. We use the release of the

Center for Space Research of the University of Texas at Austin. Note the relatively low spatial

resolution of about 2°x2° in Europe. These observations are compared with a weighted average (with

respect to soil depth) of HTESSEL soil moisture from all model layers.

- Evapotranspiration (ET):

Gridded monthly ET data is used from the LandFlux-EVAL dataset (Mueller et al. 2013). This dataset

is a blend of diagnostic and modelled datasets. Whereas the diagnostic datasets are based on (point-

scale and satellite) observations, the modelled datasets are obtained by forcing land surface models

with observed meteorological forcing. The dataset covers the period 1989-2005 and is provided at a

spatial resolution of 1°x1°.

- Streamflow:

We employ daily streamflow data from over 400 near-natural, small (~10-100 km 2) catchments

distributed across Europe from Stahl et al. 2010. Their locations are shown in Figure S1. The dataset

spans through 1984-2007, but we only employ data from 1989-2007 to allow sufficient time for the

spin-up of the model (Figure S1). These observations are compared with HTESSEL streamflow data

from the respective grid cell within which (most of) a particular catchment is located.

- Land surface temperature:

We use land surface temperature data generated by the Satellite Application Facility on Land Surface

Analysis (LSA SAF, Trigo et al. 2011, Freitas et al. 2010), which is based on observations of the

Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) onboard the Meteosat Second Generation

satellite. The gridded LST data is available for 2007-2014. We compare these data with daily skin

temperature data from HTESSEL (see Section 2.5). Except for very moist atmospheric conditions, the

error of the LST data is below 1K as compared with in-situ ground observations.
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All these reference datasets are complementary in terms of spatial coverage and temporal availability. For

example, whereas the soil moisture stations represent particular locations, the GRACE and LST data fully cover

the European continent (except for cloudy regions in the latter case), but in lower spatial resolution. And while

the ET data help to constrainvalidate HTESSEL’s energy balance during early years (1989-2005), the LST data

cover the recent years (2007-2014). 

Note that for the in-situ soil moisture and GRACE we only consider anomaly correlations to compute the

agreement between the reference data and the HTESSEL output. For ET, streamflow, mean daily LST, and daily

LST range we additionally consider the bias. This results in a total of 10 validation metrics which we use in our

analysis. 

3.2.2  Validation of coupled forecasts

We determine the skill of the coupled forecasts against gridded temperature and precipitation observations from

the E-OBS dataset version 12 (Haylock et al. 2008). It is based on corresponding station observation from across

Europe which are filtered and interpolated to a regular grid using state-of-the-art methods . See Section 2.3 for

the employed measures of agreement between forecasted and observed data.

4. Results

4.1  Skin temperature performance of HTESSEL

We perform the most comprehensive large-scale evaluation of LSTs from a land surface model performed so far,

covering 8 years and 2 continents. The LST performance of HTESSEL using its default configuration is

displayed in Figure 1. There are significant biases in mean skin temperature ( overestimated in HTESSEL by

more than >5°C in the Arabian Peninsula), and even more in the daily LST range (underestimated in HTESSEL

by up to 10°C in southern Europe and southern Africa). These biases clearly exceed the uncertainty range of the

LST reference data, indicating a dominant role of model deficiencies. We find strong spatial differences in terms

of the performance of the temporal LST dynamics in HTESSEL with lowest correlations in low latitudes.

Interestingly, the performance in terms of biases and dynamics do not correspond, we find regions with low

biases but low correlations (e.g. Sahel), or regions with strong biases but good representation of observed daily

dynamics (e.g. southern Europe). No results can be computed for tropical Africa because the LST observations

are not available over very densely vegetation areas as these are frequently covered by clouds.

We furthermore perform this evaluation for land cover classes; for this purpose we only consider grid cells

where the respective land cover accounts for more than 80% of the grid cell area. Note that consequently not all

areas are included in this analysis as some regions are characterised by mixed vegetation (e.g. Europe). In the

lower part of Figure 1 we find that HTESSEL’s performance in simulating daily skin temperature range depends

on land cover, with better performance over less vegetated areas.  This points to shortcomings in the

representation of the soil-vegetation energy flux in HTESSEL. However, the dependency of HTESSEL LST

performance on vegetation cover is not found in In contrast, this is not the case forof mean skin temperature

performance. The area denoted with the dashed rectangles is the European region on which the rest of this study

focuses as multiple Earth observations are available there.
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In Figure 2, we analyse the sensitivity of HTESSEL’s performance with respect to perturbations in selected,

poorly constrained model parameters (x-axis). In this context, HTESSEL’s average performance across Europe

is determined against several reference datasets (y-axis). An initial analysis employing some reference datasets

has been done in O16, and the corresponding results are shown in the upper part of Figure 2. We extend this

analysis using LST data as displayed in the lower part of the figure. All parameters influence model

performance in some respect, except for runoff depth and maximum interception. While the HTESSEL

performance in terms of hydrological datasets (upper part) is sensitive mostly to stomatal conductivityresistance,

its skin temperature performance (lower part) is especially sensitive to the minimumskin stomatal conductivity

parameter. The performance in terms of both groups is partly sensitive to shape of soil moisture stress function.

An important implication of this is that skin temperature performance can not be improved without impacting

the hydrological performance of the model. As in Figure 1, we find  an apparent influence of land cover on skin

temperature performance, however, with similar parameter sensitivities across the different land covers. This

suggests that any improvement of the skin temperature computation re-calibration of the model in HTESSEL

could improve skin temperature independent of land cover. 

Adding to the sensitivities determined over Europe, Figure S21 shows the sensitivity of the LST performance of

HTESSEL determined over the entire domain displayed in Figure 1. The results are similar. Outside Europe we

can also analyse skin temperature performance over bare soils and find similar sensitivities as for the other

considered land covers. Generally, the spatially similar sensitivities support the representativeness of European

skin temperature results and suggest that improvements of European LSTs would also translate into African

LSTs which correspond better with the satellite observations.

4.2  Added value of calibrating HTESSEL against multiple reference datasets

4.2.1  Comparing calibration results against single reference datasets

In this section we analyse if HTESSEL configurations performing well against particular reference datasets also

perform well against other reference datasets, i.e. if a parameter set that yields for example good soil moisture

performance also yields realistic LSTs. For this purpose we assess the performance of parameter perturbations

performing best against particular reference datasets with respect to all other reference datasets in Figure 3.

White colors mean that parameter perturbations which perform well against particular reference datasets (x-axis)

also perform well against other reference datasets (y-axis). Vice versa, black colors indicate th at they do not also

perform well against other reference datasetse opposite. Note that in the case of a perfect model and perfect

observations this plot would be allcompletely white. The many dark colored fields in Figure 3 indicate that

differentthe parameter perturbations performing best against differentparticular reference datasets are different,

i.e. there is no parameter perturbation that performs best in all respects . This can be explained by (1) equifinality

(i.e. many different parameter sets leading to equally well performing model simulations) as there are 25 pre-

selected well performing parameter sets among all 50 considered parameter sets, and by (2) inconsistencies

within HTESSEL, especially between hydrological and skin temperature-related processes. This is apparent as

for example HTESSEL configurations performing well in terms of LSTs yield particularly poor performance in

terms of hydrology, and vice versa. These inconsistencies might be partly associated with missing processes in

HTESSEL, for example the over-simplification that a single parameter represents the complex energy transfers

between the top of the canopy and the underlying soil. 
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Investigating the role of equifinality we also perform this analysis with the 25 randomly chosen HTESSEL

configurations only as displayed in Figure S32. In general, results are robust with respect to the employed set of

parameter perturbations as indicated by the comparable patterns in the plots. This indicates a higher importance

of inconsistent process representations in the HTESSEL model than of equifinality. Consequently, all the

reference datasets considered in this study are needed to constrain HTESSEL, whereas for a perfect model, one

dataset would be sufficient. 

An analysis of this kind can moreover be used to assess overall model performance which can be measured with

the mean rank (grayness) across all tested combinations. Note, however, that the result is influenced by the

selection and the quality of reference datasets.

4.2.2  Comparing calibration results against multiple reference datasets

In this section we assess the relative performance of the 50 HTESSEL configurations against multiple metrics,

i.e. against several reference datasets using different measures of agreement between the reference and modelled

data. In this context, we compute the ranks of all simulations against all considered metrics. Thereafter we

calculate for each simulation the sum of the individual ranks obtained against the considered metrics. This sum

of ranks is then a measure of overall performance of each simulation, and can be used to rank the overall

performance against multiple metrics.

In Figure 4, we test how the best- and worst-ranked parameter sets rank in the case that the validation metric(s)

is/are replaced by the same number of other validation metric(s). For a perfect model and perfect observations

we would find that the best- and worst-ranked parameter sets in terms of particular validation metrics are also

best- and worst-ranked, respectively, when compared against other validation metrics. For HTESSEL we find

that for an increasing number of employed metrics, worst-performing parameter sets tend to also perform worse

in the case of replaced validation metrics. This is a main result of this study, it means that poorly performing

model configurations can be more robustly identified when assessing model performance against multiple

validation metrics. 

However, this behavior is not found for the best-performing parameter sets. There are two main reasons for this:

1. The poor correspondence of model performance against the considered single validation metrics as

shown in Figure 1. The impact of the underlying partly inconsistent process representations within

HTESSEL on the results in Figure 4 increases when using more validation metrics. When computing

Figure 4 without the 2 validation metrics for which we find the highest average ranks in Figure 1

(runoff bias and LST range bias)i.e. in terms of which the performance of HTESSEL is most

inconsistent with the performance against the remaining metrics)(, the best-performing parameter sets

are more robustly identified with increasing number of employed validation metrics (green dashed

line). This can be explained as the performance of HTESSEL assessed against the  2 omitted metrics  is

most inconsistent with the its performance against the remaining metrics. The opposite is found when

re-computing figure 4 without the 2 validation metrics which correspond best with the remaining

metrics, i.e. for which we find the lowest average ranks  (soil moisture anomaly correlation and

GRACE anomaly correlation).
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This implies that the better the model performance rankings against individual metrics correspond with

each other (i.e. the more white color there is in Figure 31), the fewer metrics are required to robustly

identify best- and worst-performing parameter sets. This supports the previously discussed importance

of the mean rank in Figure 31, it furthermore provides an indication of the required number of metrics

to calibrate the considered land surface model.

2. Out of the 50 considered parameter sets, 25 were pre-selected as they performed particularly well.

Hence the 50 parameter sets are therefore not randomly chosen but contain more well-performing

configurations than expected by chance. Consequently, the performance of the best parameter sets are

more similar than the performance of the worst-performing parameter sets such that for example ranks

1-5 might correspond to very similar performances. When computing the above analysis with only the

25 randomly selected parameter sets we find a more robust identification of well-performing parameter

sets with increased validation metrics as shown in Figure S43, in contrast to the results in Figure 4.

4.2.3  Added value of using multiple reference datasets for coupled forecast skills

Adding to the above analyses we finally investigate if a more robust calibration of HTESSEL against multiple

datasets yields more accurate weather forecasts. For this purpose we perform a similar analysis as in Figure 4.

We test how the best- and worst-ranked parameter sets rank if the (uncoupled) HTESSEL validation metrics are

replaced by (coupled) weather forecast skill metrics. The results are displayed in Figure 5.

Also in this analysis we find benefits of using multiple validation metrics. The parameter sets ranked best

(worst) yield better (worse) forecast performance for an increasing number of employed validation metrics. It is

another main finding of this study that land surface model calibration against multiple reference datasets instead

of a single reference dataset can lead to better weather forecast performance.  This result is found at all

considered forecast lead times (1-15 days, 16-30 days, and 31-45 days).  However, the differences between few

and many considered metrics are smaller compared with Figure 4. This can be explained by (1) fewer tested

parameter sets (lower signal-to-noise ratio) and by (2) low predictability of temperature and especially

precipitation at long lead times (e.g. 31-45 days) such that there is poor forecast skill whatsoever independent of

the HTESSEL configuration. Interestingly, forecast skills expressed as anomaly correlations or biases are more

related with land surface model calibration than the reliability skill, as can be seen from the large distance

between the dashed red and green lines in Figure 5 compared with that of the dotted lines. 

In summary, these results underline the importance of land surface (model calibration) for coupled weather

forecast skill (Koster et al. 2011), especially in terms of anomaly correlations and bias, and to a weaker extent

also in terms of reliability.

5. Conclusions

In this study we assess the performance of ECMWF’s land surface model HTESSEL against comprehensive

satellite-based land surface temperature observations. In this novel analysis, we focus on the mean LST bias and

the simulated LST temporal dynamics, and find overall unsatisfactory performance. There is no region across

Europe and Africa where both the mean LST and the dynamics are well captured by the model. The

performance is poorest over high vegetation and improves for low or no vegetation. The particularly poor

performance over high vegetation suggests models deficiencies related with the representation of the energy

exchanges between the top of the canopy and the underlying soil. 
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Novel Earth observation data such as the LST dataset add to existing reference datasets, and we furthermore

highlight the benefit of employing multiple reference datasets altogether in LSM analysis and calibration. They

enable a more robust calibration and can therefore help to address the problem of constraining increasingly

complex state-of-the-art LSMs. In this context, we also show that a better constrained LSM also contributes to

improved weather forecasts. These results suggest the use of comprehensive objective functions in model

calibration. Such a function should be composed of various parts assessing the agreement between the model

simulations and a variety of reference datasets, using multiple metrics. This way, model parameters can be

adjusted more reliably to yield reasonable model performance in terms of various variables, and to capture

possible couplings between them.

Based on the analysis in Figure 4 we can even infer how many metrics (i.e. reference datasets and measures of

agreement with it) are sufficient to robustly calibrate HTESSEL. While in the figure we only consider up to 5

metrics (as more can not be replaced in case of a total of 10 metrics), extrapolation of the results towards more

metrics indicates that HTESSEL can be robustly calibrated against the 10 metrics used in this study. While this

means that poorly performing parameter sets can be identified with the considered reference data, we can,

however, not robustly determine best-performing parameter sets. This is due to shortcomings in physical process

representations in HTESSEL where for instance the bias of the simulated daily LST range can not be improved

without degrading the simulated hydrology. While it is beyond the scope of this study to improve HTESSEL,

identifying its shortcomings in representing LSTs and in capturing the corresponding links with land hydrology

serves as a valuable basis for future development efforts.

WhileEven though the above-described main results of this study should be very relevant for the land surface

modelling community, there are caveats in our analysis:

1. The results are valid for the models used (HTESSEL and ECMWF ensemble forecasting system), and

the parameters we chose to perturb. Future research is needed to analyze if the methodology and results

are transferable to other models.

2. The results are based on the reference datasets and metrics applied here, and on their involved

uncertainties. Even though we partly assessed the role of the suite of employed metrics (leaving out 2

metrics at a time), it is not clear if similar findings would be obtained with different reference datasets

which inherit different uncertainty characteristics.

3. The assessment of the uncoupled HTESSEL simulations is partly based on the time period considered

in the coupled forecasts (2001-2010). This might lead to an overestimation of the benefits of a robustly

calibrated land surface model for coupled forecast performance. 

4. Our findings might depend on the spatial (0.5°x0.5°, even though this had to be upscaled for the

comparison with the ET and GRACE datasets) and temporal resolution (daily) used for the analysis. 
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Improved constraining of complex LSMs is essential to better exploit their potential and as a basis to represent

additional physical processes or updated land-use maps as foreseen in future versions. A more robust model

calibration probably also helps to improve the representation of quantities and processes which can not (yet) be

constrained with existing observations (e.g. evapotranspiration, sensible heat flux). More physically-based

model simulations can also foster improved understanding of (future) climate system functioning, which is

particularly important in the context of climate change (IPCC, 2013) as the estimation of climate conditions

outside the calibration range of a model is more reliable with more physically-based, and therefore complex,

models. Finally, as shown in this study, a more robustly calibrated LSM also contributes to improved weather

forecasts and is hence valuable for society.
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Table 1: Overview of performed model experiments.

Model Type Domain Spatial 

resolution

Time 

period

Number of 

simulations

HTESSEL uncoupled Europe (10°W-

50°E, 35°N-

70°N)

0.5°x0.5° 1983-

2014

50, with different 

parameter sets

ECMWF 

ensemble 

prediction 

system

coupled 

forecasts

global 0.7°x0.7° 2001-

2010

11, with different 

parameter sets

Table 2: Summary of perturbed model parameters and their characteristics (adapted from O16).

Surface runoff 

effective depth

Skin conductivity Minimum 

stomatal 

resistance

Maximum 

interception

Soil moisture 

stress function

Total Soil depth

Depth over which 

soil water content 

and soil water 

content at 

saturation are 

integrated 

vertically to derive 

maximum 

infiltration and 

eventually surface 

runoff

Determines 

coupling of 

surface energy 

balance with the 

underlying surface

temperature; 

dependent on 

vegetation and 

stable/unstable 

conditions

Scales leaf 

area index in

the computa-

tion of 

canopy 

resistance

Maximum 

water over a 

single layer of 

leaves or bare 

ground; used 

to define the 

interception 

tile fraction 

Determines the

shape (e.g. 1 

for linear) of 

dependency of 

canopy 

resistance on 

soil moisture

Lower boundaries of 

the particular soil 

layers; top layer not 

impacted by 

perturbations to avoid

impacts on the fast 

thermal response 
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FFigure 1:  Evaluation of HTESSEL against LST data. We consider biases (top left) and daily anomaly correlation

(bottomtop right) of mean daily LSTs and of the daily LST range. Dark gray color indicates correlations which are

not significantly different from zero. Light gray color denotes oceans and areas where no data is available. Bar plots

(bottom)Left column displayssummarize results for all vegetation types, and forthe other columns display results of

particular vegetation types only. The dashed rectangle in the top plots denotes the European area which most of this

study is based on. 
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Figure 2:  Variations of of HTESSEL performance (averaged over the European domain) in terms of anomaly

correlations and biases against several reference datasets (y-axis) in response to variations in poorly constrained

model parameters (x-axis). Upper part from O16. The color of each box indicates the sensitivity of the HTESSEL

performance in terms of a particular metric against a particular parameter. Red circles indicate results for the

default HTESSEL calibration, and green circles denote results for areas with low/high vegetation only.
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Figure 3:  Performance of HTESSEL simulations with the different best-performing parameter sets as assessed

against all particular metrics, respectively. For example the HTESSEL simulations with the parameter sets that yield

best results in terms of ET bias (see corresponding column) also perform well in terms of runoff bias (white color) but

not in terms of ET correlation (dark color).
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Figure 4:  Comparing the rankings of HTESSEL simulations with all considered parameter sets when replacing a

given set of evaluation metrics with an equal number of other metrics. The red curve displays the average rank of the

previously worst-ranked parameter sets, and the green curve denotes the average rank of the previously best-ranked

parameter sets. For each number of metrics, all possible combinations out of the 10 metrics employed in this study

are considered and the mean results are displayed.
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Figure 5:  Similar to Figure 4 but comparing the performance (ranking) of HTESSEL simulations with 11 parameter

sets across uncoupled evaluation (x axis) and coupled forecast skills (y axis).
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Table S1: Summary of soi moisture measurements. (from Orth and Seneviratne 2015)

Country Site Latitude Longitude Validation time
period

Depths (m)

Finland

Haapavesi 64.1 25.4 2001-2006 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9

Ilomantsil 62.8 31.0 2002-2007 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9

Kuusamo 66.3 29.4 2004-2007 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9

Suomussalmi 64.9 28.7 2004-2007 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9

Switzerland

Basel 47.5 7.6 2009-2012 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5

Bern 47.0 7.5 2009-2012 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8

Oensingen 47.3 7.7 2002-2007 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5

Payerne 46.8 6.9 2008-2012 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8

Rietholzbach 47.4 9.0 1999-2012 0.05, 0.15, 0.55, 0.8

Italy Chiaravalle 38.7 16.4 2001-2007 0.3, 0.6, 0.9

Mongrassano 39.5 16.2 2001-2007 0.3, 0.6, 0.9
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Figure S1: Location of the measurement stations from where we use soil moisture 
and runoff observations. The coloring denotes the length of the available data 
record.
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Figure S21: As in the lower part of Figure 2, but for the entire domain displayed in 
Figure 1, including the bare soil areas in Africa.
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Figure S32:  As in Figure 3, but for different sets of considered parameter sets.12



Figure S43:  As in Figure 4 but for different sets of considered parameter sets.13
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